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HL7 Infrastructure and Messaging Meeting 
Minutes 
Location: Conference call 

Date: 20160711 
12:00pm Eastern 

Facilitator Tony Julian Note taker(s) Tony Julian 

Attendee Name Affiliation 

Anthony Julian Mayo Clinic 

Sandy Stuart Kaiser Permanente 

Dave Shaver Corepoint Health 

Nathan Bunker 

(mark x if on 
the 

conference 
call, or 
regrets) 

Quorum Requirements Chair + 2 Met Yes/No 

Agenda Topics 
1. Agenda review and approval
2. Approve previous meeting minutes
3. Additional Topics

 Additional Topics

 <Motion: >
4. <next topic>

Supporting Documents  - 

Minutes/Conclusions Reached: 
1. Agenda - Management
2. Minute/Agenda approval [http://www.hl7.org/documentcenter/public/wg/inm/minutes/2016060213-inm-

minutes.docx Minutes]
a. Motion to approve minutes (Sandy/Dave)
b. Vote (3-0-0)

3. Motion to cast a unanimous ballot for Paul Knapp for Foundation and Technology Steering Division co-
chair.(Sandy/Dave)

4. Vote  (3-0-0)
5. Methodology

a) Discuss the effort to create machine testable conformance statements in Implementation Guides.
i) See http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Conformance_Request_for_ONC_RFP
ii) Nathan will get requirements and effort - how long to generate requirements?
iii) Estimated effort for the RFP to produce a document?
iv) Name of document: Version 2 conformance requirements.
v) ? Separate from the standard
vi) We need conformance facilitators, but need to define the process before the roles.
vii) Once required should they be balloted by membership, conformance facilitators, or other

2) Motion block vote to approve the following motions (Sandy/Dave):
a) Table 0191 Type of Referenced Data

i) Values in the standard do not agree with the values in the database.  There are two different sets of
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values originating in version 2.3.1 listed in two places, with only partial overlap.    An additional error 
in the database seems related to the SGML code in version 2.3.1.   

ii) Review with WG and Frank to fix in database 
iii) Ideal solution would be to set ‘Application’, ‘Image’, and ‘Audio’ as synonym codes to AP, IM, and AU, 

and set them to retired as of 2.4      
iv) FO: for v2.3.1 virtually deleted in #78                                                      

b) Motion Table 0191 to approve setting ‘Application’, ‘Image’, and ‘Audio’ as synonym codes to AP, IM, 
and AU, and set them to retired as of 2.4.   

3)  Table 0207 Processing mode 
i) There is an entry "Not present" in all versions of the table; this needs to be removed and replaced 

with a field note on what the meaning of an unpopulated code value is. 
ii) Ted sent email to Tony on this 12/7/15. 
iii) Verified code is deprecated (status D) in db86.   Ted must clarify with INM that it is not to be simply 

removed with a note on the field.                  
b) Motion to deprecate "Not present" from the table and add a field note.  

4)  Table 0254 Kind of Quantity 
i) Values from version 2.3 not appearing in the database.  Need to determine if the values are the same 

as v2.3.1; WG advice sought.  Note also that many print names include an asterisk for a footnote in 
the table commentary.  This should probably be changed to text in the Comment column of every 
table.   Advice sought from WG. 

ii) Review with WG and Frank to fix in database    
iii) As of v77 2.3 values added back into database.  For all codes having printnames with an asterisk, 

remove the asterisk and add a comment “Adopted from the IUPAC Silver Book 1995” to the code                                                                                        
iv) Asterisks still in printnames in #78.  Ted to followup up with INM on putting the footnotes into the 

comment fields for the codes.                                                          
v) FO: done in #79, do we need a comment instead?  Ted will follow up with INM  and OO on this.  As of 

db86, asterisks removed from print names but left in definitions.  As the footnote that the asterisk 
refers to is not part of the vocabulary, should something be done about that?  Such as putting the 
footnote text in the usage note column?  Or in the table description?  Discuss with INM and ask if 
having the footnote text in usage note is ok.         

b) Motion table 0245 to approve footnote text. 
5)  Table 0290 MIME base64 encoding characters 

i) the entry from the table for null values - (pad) = - was removed from the database.  INM must be 
asked what should the code system actually contain for this entry, and how it should be rendered 
(since it has been removed from the database, it will no longer show up in the chapter 2C 
enumeration of the table). 

ii) INM must weigh in on what to do about this. 
iii) still waiting on input from INM.  Note that this should probably NOT be an HL7 code system, but it is 

unclear of what kind of vocabulary object this reference table should be.  It has been removed from 
the 2C output for 2.9; is this correct?    

b) Motion table 0290 to remove from 2.c. since not used since 2.4.  
6)  Table 0291 Subtype of referenced data 

i) as of v2.6, code system was deprecated, and a new value set recommended to be built on RFC2046 
plus the HL7 CDA codes. Need to make this a user defined table?  Need to check the published 
MIME types to make sure the CDA subtype is represented in RFC 2064.  Need to clarify from INM 
whether the intent is to include all types from RFC 2064 or only the enumerated subset?  Note this is 
an HL7 table.  Are there any IP issues in republishing these values?      

ii) FO: unclear what to do here?   Ted will clarify and update the spreadsheet, after which Frank will 
apply the necessary changes.  Create an enumerated value set based on RFC2064 for this for 2.2 
through 2.5.1, and just add the single CDA entry as an enumerated entry in the VSD; not clear what 
code system it should be drawn from, discuss with Tables project.           

iii) FO: unclear, need values; we currently work on the same stuff in a value set project for Germany 
(goal is to support XDS)  Ted will discuss with INM. 

iv) Review with WG and Frank to fix in database.  In San Antonio meeting Russ assigned to square this 
away with INM in conjunction with 290 above. 

v) This code system went away as of 2.6; HL7 code system prior to that.  After 2.5.1, this is a value set 
built on RFC2064 all codes plus the one x-cda… code from the original old code system.  Update 
spreadsheet as this is a change to the decisions.  Excel sheet updated on 2/25 call.  All values 
removed or set to Deprecated in db86; what is the desire of INM for this output to be?     
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vi)  Codes not in iana are PICT, JOT, x-hl7-cda-level-one 
b) Motion table 0291 to refer to HTA to add to Iana (Heather Grain and Sandy Stuart) 
c) Motion table 0291 to remove, and refer as an external code system 

https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xml   
7)  Table 0338 Practitioner ID number type 

i) This table has nearly 100% overlap with the content of table 203; retire this code system in v2.9 and 
this table becomes a value set built on table 203 code system, and add the sole missing value (TRL) 
to 203, and get rid of the old deprecated L&I code completely.  The code system for this table goes 
away as of 2.9 

ii) Seek confirmation from INM.  Seek advice on what, if anything to do about content in older HL7 v2.x; 
Frank to implement recommendations. 

iii) INM ok with this, leave the older stuff as is.  TRL will be added to 203 in v2.9.    This table will be a 
value set built on 203, with the TRL code added for the older versions.  Value set must be 
enumerated. 

iv) FO: we have to do the value set stuff later on, so we need to keep this issue for later  Note that the 
last harmonization meeting (March) had table 203 updates, but the code TRL was *NOT* added to 
table 203 so that we could properly merge the two tables.   Ted to discuss with INM.                                                                                            

b) Motion to refer to harmonization. (Tony reach out to Riki) 
8) Code is TRL - Training License Number. 

a) Motion table 0338 to deprecate the code L&I as a duplicate code with LI in table 338. 
9)  Table 0477 Controlled Substance Schedule 

a) Footnotes and citations should probably be in the database, but the asterisk should not be included in the 
table name. 

b) Review with INM; Frank to fix database content. 
c) Remove asterisk from table name in the database for all versions.   
d) FO: fixed in #78    
e) Asterisk still in table name in v79.    
f) FO: fixed by display name in #81 
g) OK, but we need to decide how it should be rendered in 2C for 2.9.  Ted to reach out to INM for this 

answer.  Should the footnote be in the table description?  Or is the footnote related to field usage?     
h) Motion table 0477 to move the footnote to the table description and remove the asterisk from the table 

name. 
10)  Table 010 Physician ID 

a) not really a domain or really a code, but is an ID. Need to explain why we assigned it as one. 
b) InM needs to determine what if any thing needs to be done. 
c) Ask PA and INM if this should be mapped to a concept domain or not since it is conceptually not a code 

system at all.  
d) Motion table 0010 Refer to PA, and ask them if they want to deal with it in 2.9, or deal with it in ballot 

reconciliation.   
6. Block Vote' (3-0-0) 

7.  DAF update 
a. No Update 

8. Other business and planning. 
a. Harmonization is July 12 and 13, 2016 noon to 4:00pm Eastern 
b. Sandy is our primary harmonization contact.  Tony will try to join the calls  

 
9. Adjourned 12:35 PM Eastern 
 
 

Actions (Include Owner, Action item and due date) 

  

Next Meeting / Preliminary Agenda Items 
 

 


